Abstract
Introduction
Traditionally, transient simulation has been performed incurrentvoltage plane (i.e. by considering current and voltages as variables of interest). Circuit equations are formulated in terms of currents and voltages leading to nonlinear ordinary differential equations. Once the circuit equations are formulated, transient simulation is performed by repeated evaluations of the circuit (or part of the circuit for multirate/event driven simulations). Solution of these nonlinear differential equations, along with model evaluation, constitutes the bulk of the simulation cost. Simulation accuracy is generally controlled by solution accuracy (local truncation error, etc.) and model accuracy (complexity of the device models). Both efficiency and accuracy are critically important in verification of complex integrated circuits. Lower feature sizes, advanced and sophisticated circuit design techniques and growing "analog" nature of integrated circuit behavior demand high levels of accuracy from a transient simulator. On the other hand, ever increasing circuit size and complexity (need to simulate circuits for larger and longer input vectors) contribute to increased efficiency and capacity requirements. Speedup factors of 100x-lOOOx compared to conventional simulators coupled with acceptable accuracy are required to be able to design today's and future's large integrated circuits in acceptable time.
This paper presents techniques for improving efficiency and accuracy by performing transient simulation in charge-voltage plane. Prevalent modeling techniques [3, 4,5,6,7,etc.] model the bansistor as nonlinear dissipative element (i.e. i-v relations are nonlinear, piecewise linear, piecewise constant, etc.) and linear energy storage elements (i.e capacitors are linear). Transformation of such a circuit into charge-voltage plane yields a circuit with nonlinear energy-storage elements and h e a r dissipative elements. solutions of these circuits in charge-voltage plane using source-based integration methods yields significant advantage in computational effi- 
Circuit Transformation
Nonlinear coupled-ordinary merentid circuit equations are obtained by applying Kirchoff current law, Kirchoff voltage law and by the branch constitutive relations. The circuit's differential equations can be formulated in any independent set of basis variables (Le. different from i-v) provided the new basis variable set is sufficient to describes the circuit's operation. The basis variable (charge) in the transformed circuit is an integral of the basis variable (current) in the original circuit. 
In the above equations, C matrix represents the energy storage portion of the circuit and G matrix represents the dissipative portion of the circuit. In the transformed circuit in charge-voltage plane, the G matrix represents the energy storage portion of the circuit and C matrix represents the dissipative portion of the circuit.
Motivation for Circuit Transformation
Transient simulation of a nonlinear circuit is performed by s u e cessive solutions of the circuit (or part of the circuit in case of event driven or multirate simulations) at various timepoints of interest. During a transient simulation, the circuit equations change at each "evaluation" due to both the nonlinearity and the integration of the differential equations. If an energy storage element is replaced by a time-varying independent source, these varying independent sources will account for both the numerical solution and nonlinearity of the circuit in charge-voltage plane. This can be seen in Figure 3 .
The changing independent source concentrates the circuit equation changes to the right hand side of the circuit equations. The dissipative part (or the matrix portion) of the circuit does not change from one timestep to another and hence circuit "evaluation" only requires a forward and backward solves (FBS). 
Solution in Charge-Voltage Plane
The differential equations in charge-voltage plane are solved using adaptively controlled explicit simulation. Multi-dimensional continuous piecewise linear modeling techniques [ll] are used to model the device characteristics. ACES uses an adaptively controlled explicit numerid integration procedure which overcomes stability problems in earlier explicit techniques. The ACES integration approach naturally exploits the temporal latency in a circuit. Partitioning and event driven simulation[ 101 are used in ACES to exploit the spatial latency and multirate behavior of integrated circuits. For a state variable x , the ACES integration formula is written as follows,
x ( t + A t ) = x ( t ) + R + ( t ) A t (4)
where Let all inputs to the circuit to be comprised of combinations of steps and ramps. Device modeling techniques yield piecewise linear dissipative elements and linear energy storage elements (in currentvoltage plane). Circuit equations at any time t can be written as,
Gv(t) +Ci,(t) = l ( t )
(5) where v is a vector of node voltages, G is the conductance matrix, C is the capacitance matrix, and I is the current source contributions. Or, in the charge-voltage plane,
j G v ( i ) + C v ( t ) = Q , ( i ) (6)
q, (2) = Qi (2) -jGv (2) Alternatively, (7) where q, is the vector of charge at the circuit nodes, v (t) is a vector of circuit node voltages, Qi (t) is the contribution of independent charge-sources. Vector q, is divided into two components: vector qs , which is a vector of charge at circuit nodes with a path of independent voltage sources to ground from that node, and q, , which is a vector of charge at capacitive circuit nodes. Independent set of charge variables (i.e. q, ) are taken as state variables for numerical integration. Let n, be the number of state variables. Quation (7) From Equation (9) and Equation (11) As seen from Equation (16) 
Efficiency
Transient simulation cost consists of circuit solution, model evaluation, circuit parsing and partitioning and simulation overhead. Solution of circuit equations require repeated matrix solutions each of which involves, pivot candidate selection, lower-upper factorization and forward and backward substitution. 
Simulation Accuracy
This section illustrates the simulation accuracy of ACES(qv) through the simulation of a counter circuit (220 MOSFETs). As seen from Figure 6 , ACES(qv) provides simulation waveforms which are almost indistinguishable from ASK simulation waveforms. ACES(qv) accurate captures the glitches in the waveform, as seen in the close-up in Figure 7 . ACES(qv) has been used for accurate simulation of variety of integrated circuits, including dynamic logic circuits, pass transistor logic circuits, mixed analog-digital circuits, interconnect circuits along with traditional CMOS circuits. 
